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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this report is to identify major inefficiencies within the DC project tracking 
processes. In our assessment, with such an expansive development program, improvements in 
the City’s technological ecosystem would expedite the identification, monitoring, and reporting of 
DC-related tasks and processes. This report also outlines potential solutions and 
recommendations for the City of Windsor to improve the tracking and monitoring of its DC 
related capital program. 
 
Development charges (DC) offer an essential source of revenue for municipalities to ensure 
‘growth pays for growth’. DCs are one-time fees imposed on new developments to help pay for 
new capital infrastructure that must be built to support growth. Municipalities are required to 
establish a DC by-law every five years. Prior to the update, a development charges background 
study must be completed. The study outlines residential and non-residential growth, the 
resultant increase in infrastructure services, and the associated development charges. The City 
of Windsor’s most recent background study was completed in 2020. 
 
Over the ten-year period between 2020-2029, the City’s population is expected to reach 
230,462 residents, an increase of 10,433 from 2019 estimates. Employment is expected to 
increase by 2,713 jobs and will reach 112,265 over the next decade. Supporting this growth will 
require residential and non-residential developments. These new developments will in turn 
require an expansion of the City’s infrastructure programs.  
 
The 2020 background study estimates the City’s 10-year development related program at a 
gross cost of more than $3 billion, comprising nearly 150 major infrastructure projects. Portions 
of these capital costs can be attributed to new developments, and as a result, can be recovered 
through development charges. Once collected, ensuring all available DC funding is applied 
against eligible projects requires sound financial management and highly nuanced analysis. 
Staff must develop detailed project profiles, and actively monitor, track, and report on the 
progress of each project through its lifecycle.  
 
Effective identification, tracking, and financial reporting of DC-related projects is essential for the 
City’s annual budget, and for enabling the development of future iterations of the background 
study. Staff must complete at least 25 highly technical tasks and major processes, most through 
manual work. This has created substantial administrative burden across the City’s Finance and 
Engineering teams. The overall update and review process is not only inefficient, but also 
creates potential for human errors, including misallocation of DC funding and missed 
opportunities to apply available DC funds against eligible projects.  
 
Multiple systems are used to support the annual financial reviews of the City’s development 
program and the comprehensive review ahead of each background study. Pertinent information 
regarding a project, including intricate funding details, are dispersed across multiple, 
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unconnected systems, requiring staff to constantly cycle between applications to generate basic 
reporting.  
 
Given the size and scope of the City’s DC capital program, current systems deployed across 
various departments may no longer be capable of facilitating essential reporting functions. 
Currently, no singular application exists that can centralize, consolidate, and automate all 25 
major and highly technical processes that staff must complete as part of the ongoing DC 
tracking and reporting. However, in our assessment, the City is well-positioned to further 
leverage its existing technological ecosystem to optimize DC related reporting and program 
management. 
 
Functional limitations within these systems force staff to do much of the required analysis in 
Excel. This often means duplicating data entry and redundant reviews. Staff use two primary 
spreadsheets, including a manually created digital replica of the background study used to track 
projects. These spreadsheets contain more than 10,000 hardcoded and formula generated 
entries—each highly vulnerable to human error, with direct implications on financial reporting. 
Like most Excel documents, the structure, layout, and methodologies used in these sheets is 
highly unique to individual users. The management of these documents can consume hundreds 
of hours of staff time each year—diverting attention, time, and resources away from core 
responsibilities.  
 
Major capital works can include many asset types, such as roads, and water and wastewater 
infrastructure, each with its own associated development charges. Ensuring optimal and 
appropriate allocation of available DC funding requires a detailed understanding of the asset 
composition of each project. However, none of the current systems allows staff to append 
individual assets to a project. Staff must rely on verbal project descriptions for clues on which 
specific assets are contained in the project, hold time consuming discussions with colleagues, 
and parse through multiple documents to improve project clarity.  
 
These verbal descriptions, as well as how projects are named and identified, can also vary 
across documents, systems, and evolve over time—creating discontinuity between historical 
data and documentation, requiring even more manual analysis. There is also no dynamic, 
automated alignment between project IDs. Each project has different IDs across the various 
systems, requiring manual reconciliation. This process is made more complicated for multi-year, 
multi-phased projects with multiple sources of applicable DC funding, e.g., roads, storm, 
wastewater, that must be carefully applied and tracked. Changes to project scope and timing 
adds even more administrative burden and demands more manual analysis. 
 
An effective solution will facilitate completion of all major processes and support the 
administration and financial management of Windsor’s development program. It will deliver on-
demand reporting, including detailed project status reports, DC funding consumed to date, 
available funds, and assets impacted by each project.  
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Currently, Windsor deploys at least five systems to support essential corporate functions and 
business processes, including financial reporting, budgeting, and asset management. These 
are: Questica, PeopleSoft, Microsoft Excel, CityWide™ Asset Manager, and CityWide™ CPA. 
 
Neither CityWide™ Asset Manager nor CPA are currently used in the identification, tracking, nor 
reporting of Windsor’s development charges program. However, based on the type and volume 
of data contained in these two applications - approximately 50,000 asset records are managed 
within Asset Manager - they may offer a suitable platform for staff to expedite the DC process, 
both annually and ahead of each iteration of the DC background study.  
 
Together, the applications overcome some of the principal constraints identified through the 
current state assessment. Individual assets can be appended to each project, allowing for 
maximum accuracy in project costing. This data also endures any mutations in project naming 
conventions, scopes, and descriptions over time, and across various data sources.  
 
The systems are also integrated, allowing staff to retrieve data dynamically, and attach other 
informative asset attribute to each project profile, including risk and condition. Native reporting in 
the systems reduces manual analysis by staff that must be conducted to support development 
of capital budgets, and ahead of each DC background study. 
 
We recommend the City further explore the implementation of CityWide™ CPA for its 
development charges program. However, technology alone cannot eliminate all inefficiencies. 
The ongoing success of any new implementation hinges on good business practices and 
procedures.  
 
Regardless of the application deployed to facilitate the DC process, we recommend more 
frequent project status and close-out reviewed and the development of a standard operating 
procedure (SOP) specific to the DC program’s reporting and analysis. The SOP should outline 
roles and responsibilities, as well as detailed guidance on information management, including 
standardize project descriptions and naming conventions. 
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Purpose of this document 

The intent of this report is to document, map, and evaluate the process staff follow at the City of 
Windsor in selecting, tracking, and reporting on development charge (DC) projects. The 
document identifies inefficiencies within this complex overarching process, and provides 
recommendations on how workflow can be improved to save staff time and resources; minimize 
the potential for errors in financial analysis and reporting; improve internal communications; 
expedite and facilitate information sharing; maximize the use of existing software systems; and, 
optimize the use of DC funds—critical in maintaining credibility with industry partners and 
ensuring the City’s DC by-laws are defensible.  
 
Development charges (DCs) are one-time fees that municipalities collect from land developers, 
home builders, and institutions to help pay for the costs of infrastructure that must be built to 
support new developments. This can include hard or engineered services, such as roads, water, 
and wastewater, and soft or general services, including community and recreation centres, 
libraries, and parks. The rates levied on developers for each service type are outlined in a bylaw 
that must be renewed every five years, in accordance with Development Charges Act, 1997 and 
its associated Ontario Regulation 82/98.  
 
Prior to updating the DC bylaw, municipalities must conduct a development charges background 
study. The technical study outlines residential and non-residential growth, the resultant increase 
in infrastructure services, and the associated development charges. The City of Windsor’s most 
recent background study was completed in 2020. 
 
Over the ten-year period between 2020-2029, the City’s population is expected to reach 
230,462 residents, an increase of 10,433 form 2019 estimates. Employment is expected to 
increase by 2,713 jobs and will reach 112,265 over the next decade. Supporting this growth will 
require residential and non-residential developments. These new developments, will in turn, 
require an expansion of the City’s infrastructure programs.  
 
The 2020 background study estimates the City’s 10-year development related program at a 
gross cost of more than $3 billion, comprising nearly 150 major infrastructure projects. Portions 
of these capital costs can be attributed to new developments, and as a result, can be recovered 
through development charges. Ensuring all available DC funding is applied against eligible 
projects requires sound financial management and highly nuanced analysis. Staff must develop 
detailed project profiles, and actively monitor, track, and report on the progress of each project 
through its lifecycle.   
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Methodology 

The findings and conclusions in this report relied on detailed discussions and interviews with 
staff, and a review of pertinent documents. Following an initial round of interviews, a full-day on-
site workshop was held in August with key stakeholders. Staff also demonstrated how different 
software applications are used throughout the tracking and monitoring of DC-related projects.  
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Tracking and Reporting DC Projects  

Updating the City’s development charges background study and conducting annual reviews 
require significant, dedicated staff time and resources, and the deployment of multiple software 
applications. Ensuring all available development charges funds are applied against eligible 
projects in a timely manner is essential not only for maximizing all revenue sources, but also for 
maintaining credibility and transparency with constituents and industry stakeholders.  

Primary Milestones and Major Processes 
The DC-related projects tracking process requires staff to complete three interconnected 
milestones: 
 

1. Update status of projects from the previous Development Charges Background Study 
2. Develop project list for the forthcoming background study 
3. Annual review of DC-related projects and the development of the City’s capital budget 

 
These milestones comprise 25 major, and highly technical processes and sub-processes, many 
of which are completed manually, and require considerable data gathering, analysis, parsing, 
and manipulation. These processes are not linear or sequential in nature, with many being 
completed in parallel with others. 
 
 
Table 1 Tracking DC Projects: Primary Milestones and Major Processes 

Milestone Major Tasks and Processes 

1. Update status of 
projects from the 
previous 
Development 
Charges 
Background Study 

1. Establish project status for each project identified in prior DC 
background study 

a. Identify projects already completed 
b. Identify deferred projects 

2. Confirm all projects identified as completed by Engineering are 
contained in spreadsheet used by Finance 

3. Update other completed projects not identified in spreadsheet 
4. Review listing of DC projects funded by Capital since last DC study 
5. Reviewing listing of DC projects planned for funding in 10-year 

capital budget 
6. Confirm projects funded by DC allocations are linked to the DC 

project identified 
7. Provide Hemson report on completed and deferred projects and 

financial information related to each, e.g., funding allocated 
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Milestone Major Tasks and Processes 

2. Develop project list 
for the forthcoming 
background study 

 

1. Identify new projects 
2. Determine if projects from prior study should carry forward and 

amend if necessary 
3. Identify and append applicable assets 
4. Establish project costs 
5. Review recent procurement data to ensure cost estimates reflect 

market conditions  
6. Update financial tracking of DCs to include new projects in DC 

study and allocations of DC eligible funding 

3. Annual review of DC 
projects and capital 
budget development
  

 
 
   

1. Reconcile and align projects in capital budget with DC background 
study 

2. Align PeopleSoft project ID with Questica ID 
3. Identify projects that have already received DC funding current and 

previous year 
4. Parse individual project to determine asset types and segments 

included 
5. Review prior year capital budget project descriptions 
6. Verify maximum, eligible DC funding was consumed in delivery of 

projects 
7. Identify projects within the 10-year capital plan that will receive DC 

funding in the future 
8. Identify and apply suitable funding sources - Proactive Allocations  
9. Evaluate and apply suitable funding sources - Retroactive 

Adjustments/Funding Source Swaps 
10. Apply applicable DC funding apportionment 
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Stakeholders 
Several stakeholder groups are involved in delivering the milestones, including external 
consultants (Hemson), and staff from the City’s Finance and Engineering groups. Table outlines 
key stakeholders who are typically involved in the development charges background study and 
the annual review process.  
 
Table 2: Key Stakeholders 

Role Responsibility within the DC process 

Engineering  

Manager, Design and 
Development 
 

Responsible for reporting on which development charges projects have 
been completed, and which projects are to be added into the current DC 
background study 

 Engineer III Develop projects to be included into the forthcoming DC background 
study, and their estimated costs; collaborate with finance  

Engineer II Collaborate with, and support Engineer III, on the development of 
estimates for new projects 

Development Engineer 
Responsible for reporting which new development projects should be 
included to the DC background study and support development of 
estimates 

Finance  

Deputy Treasurer, 
Financial Planning 

Work with external consultants to develop and update DC background, 
and continue to liaise on an as-needed basis  

Financial Manager, Asset 
Planning 

Review and approve allocations for development charges; review 
funding; capital budget;  

Senior Capital Analysts 
(SCAs) 

Determine DC allocations; identify DC projects found within the capital 
budget; identify eligible funding sources; serve as primary contact with 
Engineering; reconcile PeopleSoft and Questica to the development 
charges background study; monitor actual project costs against DC 
funding provided 

Financial Planning 
Administrator (FPA) 

Liaise between finance and engineering; collaborate with SCA; build 
capital budget 

Senior Manager, Asset 
Planning Liaise with chief financial officer (CFO) 

Senior Management Team  Approve financial statements and use of funds 
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Council Approve Development Charges Background Study and by-law, and 
capital budget 

Consultant Verify projects are growth related; establish DC funding allocations 

Industry Representatives Provide input during the background study process; act as a source of 
accountability 

Systems  
The City actively deploys three separate, independent, siloed software applications to complete 
the three primary milestones. Table 3 summarizes the systems used, the type of information 
contained within each system as it relates to the DC process, and any linkages or integration 
with other applications.  
 
Table 3 Systems Used 

System General information contained Linkages or integration with 
other systems 

Microsoft 
Excel 

Staff in both engineering and finance use several 
independent worksheets to conduct analysis for 
project status and reporting, including manually 
digitizing and replicating the static data contained 
in the DC background study produced by Hemson 

No automated integration with 
other systems.  

PeopleSoft 

PeopleSoft is the City’s primary accounting system 
and general ledger. All budget data is manually 
uploaded into PeopleSoft. The application is also 
used to track all actual spends related to each 
project. 

No automated integration with 
other systems. No linkages to 
DC background study. 

Questica 

Questica is the City’s budgeting tool, used to 
develop its capital budget and track all capital 
projects. All data is exported into Excel for further 
manual analysis to support DC project reporting 
and updates. 

No automated integration with 
other systems. No linkages to 
DC background study.  
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Current State Assessment 

The analysis contained in the current state assessment determined that the DC-related project 
tracking process requires City staff to complete three interconnected milestones that comprise 
25 major and highly technical processes and sub-processes.  
 
In completing these milestones, staff consistently face two overarching inefficiencies, each with 
multiple, and avoidable roadblocks that consume staff time, attention, and corporate resources. 
 
Table 4: Key Milestones and Overarching Efficiencies 

Key Milestones  Primary Inefficiencies Select KPIs 

 

 

 
Update status of projects from 

the previous Development 
Charges Background Study 

 
Manual Data Analysis and 
Information Management 

 

 
Limitations in Technology and 

Systems Functionality 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

148-222 staff hours required to 
review projects ahead of each DC 
study cycle (21-32 full workdays)  

 
 

More than 10,000 hardcoded and 
formula generated entries in Excel, 
each highly vulnerable to human 
error, requiring manual oversight 

 

  
Develop project list for the 

forthcoming background study 

 
 

Annual review of DC-related 
projects and the development of 

the City’s capital budget 
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Challenges and Inefficiencies 

This section outlines inefficiencies and challenges staff face in the tracking, monitoring, and 
reporting of the City’s development related projects, and in completing the primary milestones 
outlined previously. The majority of these issues and constraints can be classified under two 
broad, highly interrelated, and mutually reinforcing categories:  
 

1. Manual Data Analysis and Information Management 
2. Limitations in Technology and Systems Functionality 

Manual Data Analysis and Information Management 
Although the City’s development charges background study is produced by external 
consultants, staff are required to provide essential information. This information—including 
project status reports, DC-related funding received to date, identification of projects with a 
planned use of DC funding—cannot be quickly generated. Each prior-period development 
project must be manually reviewed to determine if it has been completed or whether it remains 
relevant for the forthcoming planning period. New projects must also be identified. Collecting, 
consolidating, and collating this raw data consumes substantial time and resources and is 
subject to the following inefficiencies.   

Reliance on Excel spreadsheets  
Both the Engineering and Finance groups rely primarily on two Excel spreadsheets to manage 
the tracking and reporting of the City’s development related program. Substantial data is 
included in each document. Combined, the two spreadsheets contain more than 10,000 
hardcoded and formula generated entries—each highly vulnerable to human error.  
 
Table 5 Spreadsheet Review 

Spreadsheet Data Contained (non-exhaustive) Key Findings 

Spreadsheet 1: 
“2021 DC 
Engineering - 
Reallocation of 
Reserve 
Funds.xls’ 
 
 
  

● Digital replica of projects 
identified in DC background 
study (PDF) 

● DC balances 
● Usage and forecasting 
● Project costing 
● Associated PeopleSoft and 

Questica project IDs 
● Grants and other 

supplemental funding 
● Used by Finance, updated 

annually ahead of capital 
budget  

• Across the 11 tabs contained within the 
spreadsheet, there are more than 6,700 
cells that contain data, requiring manual 
input or analysis by staff. 
 

• Lack of input controls and data 
validations can compromise data 
integrity. 
 

• Hardcoded values are prone to data 
input error, and difficult to track and 
verify without first-hand knowledge. 
 

• Although the spreadsheet contains 
project numbers that align with the 
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Spreadsheet Data Contained (non-exhaustive) Key Findings 
current DC background study, these IDs 
are not globally unique.  
 

Spreadsheet 2: 
“Eng. Capital 
Programs 
templates - City-
wideSSPD-2019 
Update.xls” 

● Digital replica of projects 
identified in DC background 
study (PDF) 

● Project costs 
● Project engineer  
● Used by Engineering 

• Across the 9 tabs contained within the 
spreadsheet, there are nearly 4,000 
cells that contain data, requiring manual 
input or analysis by staff. 
 

• Lack of input controls and data 
validations can compromise data 
integrity. 
 

• Project-related data duplicate of 
Spreadsheet 1. 
 

• No dedicated column for ‘Project 
Status’; status is entered in the 
‘Comments’ section, which contains 
other text entries. Lack of standardized, 
fixed inputs prevents data aggregation 
and quick reporting.  
 

• Must be manually updated to reflect 
future projects, resulting in multiple 
spreadsheets that serve the same 
purpose.  
 

• Staff must manually ensure that 
Sandwich South projects are not double 
counted.  

 
As is common with spreadsheets, both documents contain color coded cells and columns, many 
miscellaneous notes, prompts, and warnings, the origin, relevance, and purpose of which are 
not contained within spreadsheets.  
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2 
  
Without any cross-system integration, components of the project cost are first 
identified in Questica, then manually entered (hardcoded) into Excel to 
generate 2020-2027 totals. In addition to significant time spent entering data 
from one system to another, this approach can be vulnerable to errors. 
  
For 23 Roads and Related projects for which total 2020-2027 cost was 
available, 68 individual cost components were manually entered in the ‘2020-
2027 Total’ column alone, with some containing additional formulas and inputs, 
the purpose and meaning of which may be localized to the author of the 
spreadsheet.  
  
In addition to roads, this process is applied across all asset categories, 
including sanitary, storm, and municipal drains.  
  

1 
Project Numbers are simple 
sequential IDs. Although they 
align with current DC 
background study, they are 
not globally unique, making 
project tracking across 
different systems, documents, 
and over time, a highly manual 
process. 
  

2 
1 

3 
Any changes to project costing will render these immediately 
outdated, requiring a manual update first in Questica, and then in 
the spreadsheet. 
 

 4 
Critical project detail is captured using open-ended text entries that 
cannot be analyzed and reported on without manual review and 
analysis. 
 

4 

3 

Figure 1: Review of Primary Spreadsheets - Finance 
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For Finance, developing Spreadsheet 1 consumed approximately three weeks of staff time 
distributed over three months, or 105 dedicated hours. Input of Questica and PeopleSoft IDs 
alone required seven full days and collaboration with Engineering. Additional effort was also 
spent on updates to the spreadsheet as part of the annual review, including 24 hours over 1.5 
months ahead of budget 2021, and a full day to integrate new DC-related projects. The review is 
essential to ensure maximum DC funding was applied during the year against development 
projects. Without a more suitable solution, this process must be repeated annually. 
 
For Engineering, the DC process is similarly laborious. Staff estimate that approximately 1-1.5 
hours are required to complete a status review of each project identified in the prior DC study. 
This process is completed by individual project leads. The 2020 DC background study contains 
148 projects for Roads and Related, Sanitary Sewers, and Storm & Municipal Drains, inclusive 
of city-wide and the Sandwich South Planning District (SSPD).  
 
Without improvements to current processes and tools, a future review would require between 
148 to 222 hours of dedicated task time (“time-on-task”), or between 21 and 32 full workdays. 
This administrative burden would be added to existing staff roles and responsibilities, further 
extending the duration of this process. 
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3 
Multiple ‘Comments’ fields that serve as 
catch-alls for pertinent project-related 
updates, including project status.  
  
Without a timestamp or a log associated 
with various field entries, particularly the 
‘Comments’ section, it is unclear whether 
inputs remain valid or are outdated. 
  
Engineering also uses a separate 
spreadsheet to identify projects completed 
each year. 
  

1 

3 

1 
Text entries are used to issue warnings 
about potential errors. 
  

2 
All data contained within this spreadsheet 
must be manually updated with each DC 
background study. 
  

2 

Figure 2 Review of Primary Spreadsheets: Engineering 
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Retrospective review 
Much of the work staff complete for the background study and the annual review is 
retrospective. Currently, as a project is completed, no close-out analysis is conducted to 
determine whether DC funding allocations were optimal and appropriate. This review is 
conducted only annually, and at the time of the next background study.  
 
The speed and accuracy with which project status, funding consumption, changes to scope and 
timing, cost estimates, and budgets vs. actuals, can be retrieved, reviewed, and verified, hinges 
heavily on individual staff proficiency, knowledge of internal documents and processes, and 
even memory. It is not uncommon to identify missed opportunities to apply DC funding, or 
overallocation of DC funds. In both cases, adjustments and funding swaps must be made 
retrospectively. Underallocation of collected DC funds can also impact future DC levels as 
unused reserve balances are deducted for future growth; it can also raise questions about the 
credibility of DC charges. 
 
This process can take months and is also vulnerable to staff turnover. Essential knowledge 
about a previous DC project, including its status, scope, etc., can be lost with the departure of a 
staff member.  

Inconsistent language and project profiles 
Project analysis must be conducted across the City’s capital budget, the background study, and 
the various systems in use. The following current practices impede project analysis.  

Inconsistent project naming conventions and descriptions 
No policy, standard, or version control exists to guide how projects are named and amended. 
The same project can adopt multiple names and descriptions across different systems, 
documents (e.g., background study and capital budgets), and over its lifecycle, creating 
confusion, uncertainty, and discontinuity between various information sources.  
 
In addition to project names, their descriptions can also be unaligned across various documents. 
For example, projects are identified in greater detail within the background study than they are in 
the capital budget, which may consolidate multiple projects under one larger, or parent project. 
This information must be manually reconciled to determine the precise nature and scope of each 
project.  

Inconsistent project IDs  
Similar to naming conventions, there is no policy or standard that ensures all projects have a 
globally unique or absolute ID that can serve as an anchor or fixed constant across the project’s 
lifecycle and be referenced to expedite status queries and financial reporting.  
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● Project IDs created in the background study are simple sequential numbers. With the exception 
of spreadsheets, these IDs are not found in any system used, further impeding reporting and 
analysis. 

● There is no automated alignment between a project’s Questica ID and its associated PeopleSoft 
ID(s). Staff must manually establish a relationship between these IDs across multiple platforms, 
namely, by entering a PeopleSoft project ID in the project’s profile in Questica. This ‘link’ is only 
a text entry and does not integrate the two systems for data migration or dynamic update.  

● Questica IDs are not entered in PeopleSoft reporting.  

Limitations in Technology and Systems Functionality 
Many of the challenges staff face today can be attributed directly to functional limitations in the 
systems used, namely Questica and PeopleSoft.  

Lack of data centralization and absence of integration 
Critical project related information—e.g., assets, budget vs. actuals, funding sources, status—is 
dispersed among several systems, each with its own limitations. As a result, staff must cycle 
between multiple systems, review and parse through isolated correspondences and internal 
communications with colleagues, personal notes, and exert individual and team effort—diverting 
time away from their core responsibilities.  
 
A comprehensive listing of the City’s asset inventory is contained in CityWide™ Asset Manager. 
This dataset includes nearly 50,000 unique asset records across 30 asset categories and critical 
information about each, including quantity, replacement costs, locations, and other important 
attributes. However, this data remains siloed.  

Inability to append assets and multiple asset categories to projects 
Major capital works projects typically include many types of infrastructure (or services), such as 
roads and sidewalks, and underground utilities, comprising water distribution, and wastewater 
and stormwater collection. Development charges levied on new developments are specific to 
each service type, and funds can only be spent on the services for which they were collected.  
 
One of the principal constraints that staff face throughout the DC process and the annual review 
is the inability of any current system to append applicable, individual assets to a proposed 
project or delineate assets for current projects. Questica also allows only one asset category to 
be selected for each project. Further, neither the capital budget nor the DC background study 
itself offer enough detail and specificity to outline which assets will be included as part of a 
project. This poses a number of challenges. 
 

● Finance staff must first dissect high-level project descriptions through manual reviews and 
discussions with Engineering staff to identify the types of assets that are included in the project 
scope before suitable funding sources can be identified and appropriate apportionment can be 
applied. 
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● Without an asset listing, the DC apportionments themselves become less precise, requiring staff 
to approximate the asset composition of a project. 

● At times, despite a project’s eligibility, opportunity to apply DC funds can be missed entirely, 
requiring retroactive adjustments—a manual process itself.  

● For multi-year, multi-phase projects with multiple sources of associated DC funding types, any 
changes to project scope or timing after the initial apportionment and allocation of DC funds can 
require retroactive adjustments to reserves. This task can become exceedingly difficult without a 
comprehensive list of associated assets.  

● The name and description of a project can change over time, losing continuity with the 
background study, previous capital budgets, and even internal departmental record keeping. 
Without an asset listing appended to the project, manual analysis is required to track the project, 
and generate status and financial updates. 
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1 
Critical project information is entered in open-ended, 
unstructured, text fields, rather than structured forms with 
standardized, fixed fields, and user input controls. For example, 
the ‘Comments’ field contains data on associated grants and 
funding commitments.  
  
  

1 

2 

2 
  
Staff do not enter project actuals within Questica. This data is 
available only in PeopleSoft and must be reviewed before a 
project can be manually closed in Questica.   
  

4 

3 
Only one major asset category can be selected for each project. 
Functionality does not exist to append any individual assets to 
the project. 
  
  

4 
Component percentages are approximated. This can impact 
how DC funding is allocated. 
  
  

3 

5 
A project’s associated PeopleSoft ID is entered into the 
‘Accounting Reference’ field to establish a link. However, this 
‘link’ serves only as a reference to facilitate manual reviews and 
analysis; it does not create a dynamic integration between the 
two systems, allowing for automatic data updates. The 
information remains siloed. 
 
Further, the ‘Accounting Reference’ does not appear on the 
‘Summary of Capital Budget by Funding Source’ report 
generated through Questica. This report is critical as it’s used to 
complete journal entries in PeopleSoft. Staff must manually map 
each Questica ID with its associated PeopleSoft project ID(s). 
 
In this example, the project’s Accounting Reference has 
changed from 7092005 to 7152001. Only a text input indicates 
that the previous project was closed. No semantic information is 
available. 
  
  

5 

Figure 3 Functional Limitations in Questica  
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Lack of on-demand project close-out reporting 
Larger projects within the development program may contain many smaller projects that are 
completed throughout the year, in different phases, and each with its own potential DC funds 
available for allocation. However, only one project ID is established in Questica, and only for the 
parent project.  
 
As a result, the project status loop can remain open until verified. Through discussions, staff 
must manually review each project, identify any project components that may have been 
completed, and ensure eligible DC funding allocations have been accounted for. No on-
demand, current-to-date, project status and funding allocations reporting is possible. 

Lack of flexible reporting, analytics, and dashboards 
Rather than system-generated dashboard-style reporting, staff must manually extract raw data 
files from Questica for further analysis in Excel, particularly to support budget development.  
 
For example, Questica’s ‘Summary of Capital Budget by Funding Source’ report is used to 
prepare journal entries. However, it does not include the associated PeopleSoft IDs for projects 
listed—requiring significant manual work to map each Questica project to its often several 
PeopleSoft counterpart(s).  
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Next Steps 

With a development-related budget that exceeds $3 billion, the City of Windsor’s development 
charges related processes can benefit from a more advanced technological ecosystem. This 
document was intended to identify inefficiencies within current systems and processes. In the 
next phase, recommendations will be developed to close systems functionality and process 
gaps. 
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Building a More Efficient Future State 

A more streamlined process for the tracking and reporting of DC projects is predicated on the 
right mix of improved information management strategies, better workflow processes, and 
advanced technology to support and facilitate them. While not all manual staff input can be 
removed from sound financial management and reporting of the City’s development charges 
program, higher automation can deliver many essential benefits, including: 
 

• help ensure maximum available DC funding is applied to all eligible projects at 
the right time, and proactively;  

• alleviate staff burden by minimizing manual analysis and data entry; 
• minimize potential for errors;  
• support instant, on-demand reporting and analytics related to the development-

related capital program 

The Right Technology 
Currently, Windsor deploys several systems to support essential corporate functions and 
business processes, including financial reporting, budgeting, and asset management. These are 
summarized in Table 2 (non-exhaustive). With respect to the DC tracking process, the current 
state assessment identified several shortcomings with Excel, PeopleSoft, and Questica. These 
include:  
 

• Lack of data centralization and absence of integration; siloed data management 
• Inability to append assets and multiple asset categories to capital projects 
• Lack of on-demand project close-out reporting 
• Lack of flexible reporting, analytics, and dashboards 
• Vulnerability to human error 
• Manual, repetitive data entry, and data reconciliations cross different platforms 

 
 
Table 6: Technology Ecosystem: Financial Reporting, Budgeting, and Asset Management 

System General information contained Linkages or integration 
with other systems 

Used for DC-
related 

processes 

Microsoft 
Excel 

Staff in both engineering and finance use 
several independent worksheets to conduct 
analysis for project status and reporting, 
including manually digitizing and replicating the 
static data contained in the DC background 
study produced by Hemson 

No automated integration 
with other systems.  Yes 
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System General information contained Linkages or integration 
with other systems 

Used for DC-
related 

processes 

PeopleSoft 

PeopleSoft is the City’s primary accounting 
system and general ledger. All budget data is 
manually uploaded into PeopleSoft. The 
application is also used to track all actual 
spends related to each project. 

No automated integration 
with other systems. No 
linkages to DC 
background study. 

Yes 

Questica 

Questica is the City’s budgeting tool, used to 
develop its capital budget and track all capital 
projects. All data is exported into Excel for 
further manual analysis to support DC project 
reporting and updates. 

No automated integration 
with other systems. No 
linkages to DC 
background study.  

Yes 

CityWide™  
Asset 
Manager 

Asset Manager contains the City’s 
comprehensive capital asset inventory, 
comprising approximately 50,000 asset records, 
across more than 30 asset categories.  

Integrated with CPA No 

CityWide™  
CPA 

CPA is a financial modeling tool, linked to Asset 
Manager, that enables long-term capital 
planning and analysis. Currently, it contains 68 
of the City’s capital projects, totaling $534.6 
million in capital costs.  

Integrated with Asset 
Manager No 

 
 
Through detailed discussions with other municipalities, we determined that the challenges the 
City of Windsor faces in efficiently monitoring its development charges process are ubiquitous. 
Although no single system contains all functionalities that would expedite the DC tracking 
process, the City is well-positioned to take advantage of its existing IT ecosystem. 
 
 
Table 7: Minimum Desired Systems Functionalities for Efficient DC Reporting 

Desired Fields and Functionalities Questica PeopleSoft CityWide™ (AM 
+ CPA) 

Project Creation and Profile    
Create new projects    

Option to add multiple asset categories to reflect 
project scope   

 

Option to append individual assets to each category 
selected    

Unique project ID that is common across multiple 
platforms    

Accounting for assets not currently in inventory 
(placeholder)    

Ability to rank/prioritize projects    
Financial Profile    

Gross costs    
Net Municipal Costs    
Benefits to Existing    

Calculate DC    
Integration with city capital asset inventory    
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Current replacement costs to support costing 
estimates    

Native On-demand Reporting    
DC funding consumed to date    

DC funding available    
Summary of applicable grants and available funding    

Grant funding consumed    
Project status reports    

Projects completed and in progress    
Managing multi-phase projects    

Option to close out projects within projects    
Handling adjustments to project schedules    

Integration    
Integration with project financials/actuals    

Integration with GIS    
 
Neither CityWide™ Asset Manager nor CPA are currently used in the identification, tracking, nor 
reporting of Windsor’s development charges program. However, based on the type and volume 
of data contained in these two applications, they may offer a suitable platform for staff to 
expedite the DC process, both annually and ahead of each iteration of the DC background 
study.  
 
Together, the applications overcome some of the principal constraints identified through the 
current state assessment, including:  
 

• Appending assets to each project 
CityWide™ Asset Manager contains nearly 50,000 unique asset records. Figure 1 
summarizes the asset count for major asset classes, including roadways and 
underground utilities. Associated assets that are already in-service, along with key asset 
attributes such as current replacement costs, estimated useful life (EUL), condition, and 
risk profile can be attached to each project at the creation phase or thereafter.  
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Figure 4: Asset Records in CityWide Asset Manager 

 
The ability to append individual assets to a proposed DC project overcomes critical 
inefficiencies and yields important benefits: 

 
 Manual reviews of project descriptions can be minimized, or virtually eliminated.  
 The accuracy of DC apportionment improves, and more precisely reflects the 

asset composition of each project.  
 A more complete understanding of each project’s asset composition ensures that 

a project’s eligibility for DC funding can be determined quickly, and appropriate 
funding applied proactively. This eliminates the need to make retroactive 
adjustments to funding allocations.  

 A detailed listing of assets associated with each project improves continuity in 
record keeping and can endure mutations to project descriptions and names over 
multiple years, phases, capital budgets, and DC studies. This further minimizes 
manual reviews that staff currently undertake to generate project status and 
financial updates. 
 

• Integrated systems with centralized data 
As both CPA and Asset Manager are part of the same suite of applications, they are fully 
integrated.  
 

• Native reporting and analytics 
Aggregate reporting data, e.g., project statuses, completion levels, and pertinent 
financial details can be generated within the CPA module to facilitate the DC process 
and the development of the capital budget. This further minimizes manual analysis. 
Currently, staff must first export raw datasets from Questica prior to conducting further 
analysis in Excel.  
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• Familiar user-interface and technology 
Introduction of new technologies can temporarily add new administrative challenges and 
in fact, can temporarily increase workloads as staff learn unfamiliar systems and 
business processes. At times, the net staff workload can increase.  
 
CityWide™ CPA offers a familiar user-interface and systems architecture to CityWide™ 
Asset Manager, an application already in-use by staff. Although implementation of any 
new systems or methodologies will invariably require a learning curve, the use of CPA 
for DC related functions will require short, incremental strides, rather than quantum 
leaps, reducing the volume of new procedural knowledge staff must absorb. 
 
 

The following series of screenshots provides a very high-level overview of CityWide™ CPA and 
how it would support Windsor staff in the identification, tracking, and reporting of the City’s 
development charges related program. 
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Figure 5: CityWide CPA Overview: Project Listing 

1 
1 

Current project listing, with the 
functionality to append 
individual assets. 
  

2 

2 
Project priority defined by 
users, ranging from low to 
critical. 
  

3 
Individual assets can be 
appended to each project, by 
their unique asset ID. The 
current replacement cost of 
each asset can improve 
estimation of total project 
costing. 
  

3 
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Figure 6: CityWide CPA Overview: Project Plan 

1 
Unrestricted naming with no 
limitations on characters. This 
overcomes an ostensibly minor, 
but insidious drawback in 
existing systems, allowing for 
easier cross-referencing across 
multiple platforms. 
  

2 
As individual assets can be attached to each project, each associated asset’s risk 
profile and condition are aggregated to create a cumulative risk and condition profile.  
 
Asset risk ratings are determined through an analysis of probability of failure 
(typically age and condition), and consequences of failure. Consequences of failure 
can include adverse financial, economic, political, and environmental impacts on the 
organization, the residents, and the community’s reputation.  

1 

2 2 

4 

4 
A common accounting 
reference can be added to 
allow for referencing against 
other systems and 
platforms.  
 

3 
An alphanumeric Project/Import ID 
may allow for tracking the project 
across its lifecycle, and across multiple 
platforms and DC studies.  
 

5 

3 

5  
As CPA serves as a repository for the City’s capital projects, a 
project’s DC eligibility can be indicated through a toggle rather 
than a text input. Deferred projects, regardless of DC 
eligibility, can also be flagged. 

6 

6 
Binary project attributes, including any 
pre-commitments by council and whether 
the project is growth-related, can be 
quickly toggled, and require no text input 
that must be manually parsed.  
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Figure 7: CityWide CPA Overview: Project Funding and Visualization 

1 

1 
Users can allocate project funding from 
taxes, one-time grants, reserves, or debt. 
Rather than stored in a ‘Comments’ section, 
these are dedicated and fixed fields. 

2 

3 
Integration with in-house GIS 
application allows for quick 
visualization of each project 
and the associated assets. 

3 

2 
 Multi-year summary for 
each project through its 
lifecycle, by funding type. 
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The Right Business Process 
Using a sample project case study, this section provides a high-level overview of how 
CityWide™ CPA may be used in conjunction with other applications, including Asset Manager, 
Questica, and PeopleSoft to expedite project tracking.  
 
 

Table 8: DC Project Creation in CPA: Example Data 

Asset Type Estimated Cost DC Eligible 
(Yes/No) 

DC Eligible (%) DC Eligible ($) 

Roadway $1,800,000 Yes 50% $900,000 

Sidewalk $250,000 No 0% $0 
Active 
Transportation $450,000 Yes 100% $450,000 

Total $2,500,000   $1,350,000 

 
 
Figure 8: DC Project Creation in CPA - Project Builder 
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Table 9: DC Project Creation Using CPA 

Task Considerations 

1. Using Project Builder, enter primary 
project details, e.g., Name, Cost, Start Year, 
End Year, etc. Toggle DC Eligibility in CPA. 

• Ensure Project Name is consistent across all platforms 
and data sources, including Excel, Questica, PeopleSoft, 
and CityWide™. 

 
• Both Questica and PeopleSoft IDs can be entered into 

CPA. 
 

2. Enter Cost Estimates and attach 
supporting documentation. 

• For existing assets, these costs can be retrieved directly 
from CityWide™ Asset Manager ‘Replacement Cost’ 
fields. As a caveat, the accuracy of these costs can be 
improved with regular updates to replacement costs as 
part of the City’s asset management and TCA reporting 
exercises.  

 
• This ensures that as assets are appended to projects with 

costing data, the data attached is current and relevant 
and requires minimal reviews by staff. 

3. Append existing assets using CityWide™ 
Asset Manager. 

4. Flag project as DC Eligible.  

5. Enter DC eligibility percentage for each 
asset type 

• In this example, of the $2.5 million total project cost, 
$1.35 million is eligible for DC funding. 

 

6. Allocate applicable funding sources, 
including DC Reserves, by asset class.  

7. As required, update project status 
annually. 

• Project status must be updated in all software 
applications. Within CPA, this status can be selected or 
toggled, rather than entered using text entries. 

 
• As projects are completed, retrieve actuals from 

PeopleSoft. 
 

• If a scope change is required, assets can be added or 
removed individually from each project. CPA will 
automatically recalculate eligible amount. 
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Recommendations 
Considering the findings of the current state assessment, and ongoing dialogue with key 
stakeholders within the City of Windsor, we recommend the following. 
 

• The use of CityWide™ CPA to facilitate the DC process should be considered. City staff 
continue to work with PSD Citywide on customizing the application’s functionality to 
ensure it would support pertinent reporting functions related to DC project tracking and 
monitoring.  

• More frequent reviews of project status should be conducted to minimize year-end 
burden and reduce workload ahead of each DC study update. Quarterly or semi-annual 
reviews and close-out analyses should be considered.  

• To support implementation of any new application, a DC-focused data management 
policy and/or standard operating procedure (SOP) should be developed. This SOP 
should outline current roles and responsibilities, as well as guidelines on establishing 
project profiles, including: 
 

o Project profiles and descriptions should be standardized, beginning with agreed-
upon naming conventions. Currently, the level of detail varies by department and 
the project engineer. Where suitable, effort should also be made to safeguard a 
project’s name across time and data sources.  

o The use of unique, global project IDs should be explored. Currently, multiple IDs 
are used across various platforms, limiting their efficacy in reconciling project 
data. Although a Hemson DC Study ID cannot be established at the asset level, 
there is an opportunity to incorporate this into PeopleSoft and Questica to 
establish a common node. 

• Explore feasibility of doing an area-specific interim development charges background 
study. 
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